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A thesis, for me, wasn't easy to produce. The embryonic ideas that led to its creation surfaced in the Fall of 1982. It began with "writing" that, for no other reason than to categorize, I called poems. These poems were the stimulus for the thesis that was displayed for one week in March of 1984. In the next few pages, I will try to unravel and explore some of the complexities that produced the thesis project, "Indecisions In Patti Scoffield".

For a long time, I had difficulty creating images that satisfied me. The creative part of me would make an object, and not long after its creation, the critical aspect of consciousness would destroy the value I had placed on it. I would make something I liked, photographically or otherwise, then critical mind would take over and I wouldn't like it anymore. This mental process kept me dissatisfied with the work I created. I realized the problem I had was not unique. The difference between my confrontation with the creation of works of art and most people's is that I shift from dominant creative mind to dominant critical mind. I believe in the past the artist had a dominant creative mind and a subordinate critical mind. The artist produced
objects. The critic had a dominant critical mind and a subordinate creative mind. He evaluated objects. Somehow when it came to my position in reference to the artist and the critic, I came out on the line between the two. At times I would be dominant creative and at times dominant critical. So to be able to deal with the process of creating a thesis, I addressed the conflict that could have destroyed my ability to create artwork. I did so by dealing with it metaphorically, approaching it as a relationship between Patti Scoffield (creative mind), and vicious crazy dog (critical mind). I let the thesis deal with that process.

When the two parts of the process, "creative mind", and "critical mind", were at the point of taking on a metaphorical relationship with living characters, there was no conscious decision made as to what each would be, either in terms of which character would represent each part of the process, or whether the character would function as male or female. I didn't sit down and outline the process, then make conscious decisions about which character would best represent "creative mind" or "critical mind". The process was subjective. The characters evolved in the same way the poems did, and through the poems the metaphors were created and the characters were given their personalities. These personalities continued to grow and eventually became associated visually with a girl and a dog. The
important thing to remember is that the poems that were
part of the thesis generated the pictures, and at no
time did the real life personalities of the people in
the pictures become content for the poems.

Patti Scoffield, "creative mind", was repre-
sented in the pictures by my wife, and "critical mind",
or vicious crazy dog, was represented by my dog, Wilber.
In the written part, the poems, Patti Scoffield and vic-
ious crazy dog needed no real life counterparts. Words
can create images that let the readers use their imagi-
nation as to what certain things described, look like.
When the poems are read, without looking at the pictures,
Patti can be anybody's Patti, and vicious dog can be any-
body's dog. The reason I chose my wife and my dog to
represent "creative" and "critical" mind in the pictures
is that I needed to use something or someone with whom I
had close contact, and someone that I wasn't afraid or
self-conscious about photographing. The nature of the
process of creating for me is extremely personal. Using
someone I didn't know, to me, would have been an alienating
process.

There were a number of characters that I dis-
covered or invented before Patti Scoffield and vicious
crazy dog appeared. Most notable in the creation of characters
was "Amos Smile", who, as best I can remember, had a dog
named "Smiley". This character was described in a poem I wrote about Amos Smile's dog dying, and the relationship Amos had with his dog. I realize now that it was this poem that served as a basis for many of the characters who eventually made their way into the ideas that shaped the thesis. The poem about Amos and his dog was a metaphor for my own experiences, and my effort to express my feelings about losing my own dogs, Henrietta and Theodore. It was much easier to write about something that I had experienced that was painful in terms of someone else's loss. I guess it was therapeutic and in the end, the experience gained by writing the poem proved to be both stimulating and functional.

Many poems later, the character of Patti Scoffield began to develop. Patti Scoffield was initially a fictitious poet I was interviewing. I wasn't aware then that she would represent "creative mind" in the thesis. Her purpose was to allow me to separate myself from a process that was questioning not only the use of language, but the ability of words to function semantically, to have different meanings in different contexts. In the interview, Patti Scoffield talks about vicious crazy rabbit. Vicious crazy rabbit eventually became vicious crazy dog, who represents "critical mind" in the thesis. Patti Scoffield, the poet, became Patti Scoffield, the metaphor for "creative mind".
The thesis includes both written information in the form of poems, and visual information in the form of pictures. The ideas behind the pictures came from the poems, but there was not a one-to-one correlation. The pictures were related to the poems in that they dealt with the same characters, Patti and vicious crazy dog. The metaphorical relationship between the two characters caused the pictures to create non-written dialogue for the viewer. When you write or take pictures, you're not only expressing what you feel about a certain situation, but at the time you're writing or shooting, you are preparing ground for future poems or pictures.

I fluctuate when I think about how effective one form of creating is over the other, for me. Sometimes I feel that both poems and pictures can express the ideas I have in mind. Sometimes I have an affinity with one form over the other. At times, words are ineffective for me. The experience can lose its importance or magnitude if literally described. This, I believe, is the domain in which pictures function best. Words are ineffective in describing my dog, Mable. Pictures show her playfulness, her expressions, and her personality. But for me, pictures are not the total solution, because the things I want to capture with pictures many times are invented, and don't exist in the real world. This is where
words are so useful. Words can be expressive and extremely powerful, so that sometimes when used with pictures, the words don't give the pictures enough expressive room. Since my writing is based on the use of metaphors, the problem becomes more complex. Many times I found the pictures would destroy the words. It was easy for me to write about vicious dog attacking Patti's knees, but it was extremely difficult to describe this in pictures. Words can create mental images. My poems created mental images that at times left little room for my pictures to exist. It was the marriage of words and pictures that I strove for when creating the thesis. Poems generate more poems. Pictures generate pictures. Poems can create mental images. Pictures can produce the stimulus for poems.

My attempt at combining poems and pictures was far from being analytical. My approach was simply to write and shoot. The poems I liked, I kept, and eventually included them in the thesis presentation. The pictures I liked, I sequenced and then included them in the thesis. What existed in the end was a group of poems and a group of pictures with poems interspersed. With every marriage there are problems. I wanted to produce poems and pictures that could function together to express the difficulty I have creating. For me to find
a simple solution, one that would have satisfied the problem, would have been nice, but the problem didn't come overnight and probably can't be resolved in a single thesis.

I realized that I reached plateaus in my creative problem solving. I labeled the problem and approached it in a way that allowed me methods to approach solutions. The problem was my difficulty in creating art. The method was to approach it in metaphorical terms, having two characters represent different aspects of consciousness. The solution was an attempt to resolve the differences between the characters. In the end, if the solution would have been totally successful, I would be able to create with no difficulty. What I am left with after the thesis is the recognition that the problem of creating is more a problem of producing. I have difficulty producing objects that adequately represent my ideas. I'm also left with the problem of searching for a form that is best able to describe the ideas I want to express. The thesis opened a door and inside that room were many more doors. I haven't decided which door to open next, but I have decided not to close any of those that I have opened.

The ideas behind the thesis and the problems of working with words and pictures have been described. What
remains to be addressed is the problem of form. The poems never really presented me with problems as to which form they would take. I would just sit down and write. I have no formal background in poetry and because of this, I never addressed the formal questions that poets probably deal with. As for rhyme and reason, I never considered the question of rhyme, and often considered the question of reason. The reason I wrote is because I had ideas to express and words were capable of expressing them. Poems gave me the ability to communicate ideas, and a flexible medium. Poems can have fragmented sentences, run-on sentences, and nouns used as adjectives. They can be grammatically incorrect and still be effective. This flexibility was useful and enjoyable.

The thesis pictures were in a constant state of flux. I had difficulty deciding whether the pictures should be straight photographic prints or manipulated prints. When I went the route of the manipulated print, I ran into difficulty. The manipulated print gave me the ability to add things to the picture that didn't exist in the real world. I became so intense about the process of manipulation that manipulation became the reason for creating the picture and not the ideas that were related to the thesis. The thesis was extremely
idea oriented, and it was difficult to manipulate the print and retain the idea of conflict between "creative" and "critical" mind.

For me, the photograph that is not manipulated has a hard time expressing things that don't exist in the real world. It's hard to photograph a dog with twenty-seven pairs of flapping wings, even though in our mind, we can conjure such an image. Words have little difficulty in creating things that don't exist physically. So the problem was one of deciding to use the straight photographic print and try to capture the feeling the poems conveyed, or use a manipulated print and try to overcome the problem of the physical process speaking louder than the ideas that supported the thesis. The solution I chose was to use the unmanipulated print. I tried to create the feeling the poems conveyed, and tried to let the emphasis remain on the ideas, on mental process, and not product.

While the thesis was being shown, and for a few weeks afterwards, I was pleased with what I had done. I had reached the deadline for the show with a product. It was a product that represented my ideas. Looking back, I think the thesis had its strong as well as weak points. The poems were strong. They were fluid and kept the
reader's attention. The pictures were weaker than the poems, and although some of the pictures were strong visually, they were given very little room to survive by the poems. The process of creating the thesis convinced me of the difficulty of working with words and pictures. "Creative" and "critical" mind have not laid down their arms, but are simply in search for new battle-grounds.
DECISION—INDECISION

Patti's face, in constant shift:
Indecision to decision, then indecision again:
Between what she thought was real, and what she
thought was, patterns in her own terminology,
The fear of not being able to describe
what her insides for a long time knew,
Alienation—constant fear of separateness,
No longer part of conscious pie
that spelt forth meaning in terms of life.
Terms undescribed, and often misunderstood.
Shift/In bed, at body rest, do all the mental parts fit?
As if some bad dream could splinter concrete—
something she knew or understood, passive resistance.
"I will not let indecision shatter:
Creep in while I sleep" "I will lie with
one eye open and one eye closed—intervals
then shift—now other eye—alienation caused
by separation—in terms of decision, then indecision.
I was, and at the same time, I am—I feel me one
and I feel me many parts.
Shift/Patti, in terms of "sharp dogs" teeth—
at times with teeth sunk into the hands of process,
Indecisive about whether teeth was part of hand,
or hand a part of teeth. And when they asked
how many people lived here inside of the "small child
that spoke, and loved and hated each, and every word".
Patti spoke softly "3", then cleared her throat
to answer "one". "the one that destroys the one that
creates.—With hands that are tattooed with scars
that were left, from the 5 teeth of vicious
Crazy dog.
Vicious dog - I would often call you "coonie mooney" because I had it figured that when the moon went down, tired having worked all night - it rested in your eyes - your teeth behaved themselves, and didn't bite, but remained on "alert" just in case my sleep escaped me - and I wrestling with time and space fell into nightmares of "process".

You knew your pace - never to fast to be ineffective but fast enough to keep me "offguard".

Was I that desirable? or was it that I was difficult to catch because my directions were many.

I use to laugh when thinking of you, my knees cold, swallowing, dropping masks to reveal a small boy lost while chasing dreams. Occasionally I would taste the words "I'll stop, I'll just stop, it's killing me", as they traveled up from gut or down from brain to rest on tongue, before jumping from my lips into public conversation.

Dog one, Patti zero.

You knew as well as I, that process had consumed, had laid to rest the idea of "not completing". There was no chance - end would not come - and when you weren't so sure, fear would rush into your eyes, filling like full moons, satisfying appetite, or planting seeds of understanding, that if process stopped, Patti quit, you would
have to quit too -
and the viciousness that lived inside your teeth,
had no escape.

CRITICAL MIND

There was insincerity in your mind, when
you called "foul", and blinded process -
when we spoke of the "small silent child that called
out into the night", I realized we were calling you.
And you would come and stare at us,
and we would stare at us, and we realized that
pictures were part of what made us come true,
and although insincerity rained like a thousand
thunder storms in your mind,
your mouth spoke nothing but "truth",
and when "process" sprang forth like
shadows in the night,
you gathered up armies of ideas,
that you thought would take us down
the road to resolution, waiting patiently
for the time, not just time, but "perfect" time,
to hard charge in, bite and destroy,
but we knew, what lived inside your heart,
and would often laugh,
when your teeth, found their home,
Patti (creative mind)

Patti, part of process, that glided into recognition, into collision with the words that fell off her tongue in private conversations: works of art. I would laugh sometimes, and hear you laugh, and wonder how you hid the dog, or if parts of you played while parts of you built fences, or mended them with hands that knew only "lack of recognition".

You are alive, and vivacious, and although time was drawing near, when group situations would require you to roll up trousers legs and point to bruises and bites, you laugh about it all, covered your concern with tainted phrases of "well everybody has to" - why with ball point pen would you label, on each and every bite and bruise, his name - "vicious dog", and date when you were bitten - I knew you well, because I knew your insides, your concrete outer lining, that protected a heart, that was the angel’s envy.

You were fearless, well protected at times, and when you hurt, it was because you lost belief in "self". You were not difficult, complex, or involved in games that required memorization of the encyclopedia of understanding - but you search, you search for "reasons" - why hands aren't attached to mind, why images weren't impressions of your face, and why when all your body laughed, your "self" laughed with it, but when you cried, your "self" cried alone.
Recognition of process in metaphorical terms -
- creative - Patti
- critical (destructive) - critical dog.

Do not bark so loud, 5"L" small petite
- teeth of process bruised.
- could you understand why?- with
- purple skins, we hobbled toward what I thought
- was mind recognized.
- I never talked about how 4 legs fury,
- would take you into collision course
- with legs two - "Hiding, trying to avoid" "show & tell".
- Did knees really taste that good, or was it because
- there was nothing left to do but bite.
- And then with mathematical mind, would sit
- and count, analyze - "had anything been lost?"
- Did pride wear more bandages than failure.
- Were the wounds deeper and did they last longer,
- or were purple knees a sign
- symbolic of struggle -
- to crawl, to fall, before walk.
- Was it true, than when bruises left skin.
- We went back and tattooed - so in time,
- if process was extended, I could go back
- and look, match bruise to tattoo, and
- recognize - re-cognize.
- Shift/ her fingers had tattooed to them parts
- of someone else's mind - indexical representations
- she could not rid herself of.
- She would often say
- "When I touch things I also
Touch with someone else's hand," turning
her back on voice echoed, she would agree -
and when she closed her eyes and whispered,
she knew the voice she heard belonged to her
or she/ so when the viciousness of process
revealed itself.

She looked at knees bruised, and placing hands
to mouth, she would speak in terms of "self analyzed",
and tongue to hand, taste the sloppiness of
someone else's soul. She would sit and read
about "the small silent child, who crept out into
the night, and spoke, and loved and hated each
and every word"
-eyes fixed on tattooed bruises

that would not wipe clean,

scribbling with black ball point pen,

beside purple, the words,

"I small child, no longer afraid to speak,
indexical being analyzed."
It wasn't by his nature to be mean, he only searched to understand the reasons for her being. The reason she so frantically chased every visual dream - when she knew as well as any, but had difficulty seeing, the part of her that lived on the inside, had parts of the outside too.
Was she really that much a part of me?
Breath that became alienated to ease the indexical characteristics of her words.
When years in a single moment past, she spoke gently—"What is they names?" and I knowing both for so many years, could not reply.
Balanced on the borderline of ignorance and wisdom for so many years, and scared to breathe thinking lung with less air would cause the imbalance that would drop me off the line to the unknown side— I held it, and refused to speak, except to defend myself when the viciousness of dog being attacked.
Shift/what were his teeth like—the fine line between decision and indecision, concept alienation, his fur warm—heart with one that could identify— I must confess 'at times,' I too would find refuge their (there), and throw sticks and stones against the bones of crazy consciousness—against Patti's legs, the foundation of subconsciousness— and when stones were gone, and before all the sticks of critical mind had been depleted, I would rush over to see if we had bruised, praying to God on the way, that we had not broken.
Shift/it felt so good to escape, to run with purple shins and feel the winds of one-sidedness brush past the heart of our own knees—to see our bruises as colors unanalyzed—to escape the breath of dog that bit sometimes only at the wind, or panting breath of knees left undecided.
They two often masqueraded as one,
something completely explained,
and at the same time undecipherable -
the currents, the rifts of mentalness,
the constant shifts, took its toll.
Both had been bit, both with mental scars -
"there is knowledge, and uncontrollable
fusion of shared ideas, that resisted unearthing,
but with mental dirt discarded, with pureness
of heart, and toes all accounted for, she would,
through simple use of logic - find structure
in code. The signs, where and for whom
did they stand, with fist balled up, with
first two fingers extended, she gave the sign
of dog. Two up, three in. A sign, made with
hand, that belonged to wrist, a wrist that belonged
to her. "There is nothing complicated about it," she said,
and with precision with which only
her heart could match, she struggled to reveal
the viciousness corralled by sign - of which
hand conveyed.
shift/ Dog had no hand, no fingers, that belonged
to wrist, no sign conveyed - only toes short
and 20, 3 of which he signed for her.
17 he signed for him.
The collision course, the rupture of structure
that most often served to barricade, had begun.
Patti would sign "dog" - he had three toes, that
he assigned to her.
Why, in the night, did she sometimes want to run? Process had consumed, had conquered, had manipulated her so that when she didn't tell the truth, she was so satisfied. She found herself face to face with viciousness of dog, eyes fixed, staring, uttering the words "This is me", then "No this is not me", and she would sit for hours, rereading letters she had written to herself, seeing products that represented a time, a space, and a place, and laugh, knowing that the fingers that scratched out lines in space, were not her own now, but belonged to someone she knew, not so very long ago.

Shift, she knew what ruled her body was her mind, and when fingers clutched pencil, and scrawled and scribbled, that lines must represent the tracing, the linear verbalness of her mind.

It could be nothing less, it could not be nothing more. Her work was about "process", unraveling the complications that existed in the relationship between the "viciousness of Dog", (with teeth that knew no other knees) and herself, Patti, small petite, unrealized, but on the path, that she had labeled with "Mind's pencil"—"realization".
TO WORDS:

How was Vicious Dog any different than what we had known before?
Was our sanity unaffected - as we hastened to loosen the grip of that to which we belonged. Could we judge, then with the patience of Job, let the one convicted - survive;
the punishment with pardon.
The two collided, but somehow in collision the unity of process, revealed, each lived in terms of the other, adjusting: their decisions, their reconciliations, to administer bandages, and aid, patiently, when process took a dive, or totally collapsed.
shift Poem #2

Patti knew no other person to be realized other than "self"—it was "self" and "self" and "self" again, and with hands that could only reach far enough to touch her own body—she reached for that which she could not understand—what was real, analyzed, and that which was "ideal"—to describe behavior, appearance, she thought—to be able to see with eyes that recorded, only what mind had coded.

"I will code, then decode, then recode again." I will emphasize meaning, then demeaning, then remaining again, and with a shift into decision, problems became analyzed. What could she talk about, with tongue that dangled metaphors, and left descriptions unattached—"What is quality"—she would ask herself—and assuming the position of the person to whom the question was asked—she uttered underneath her breath, that coded in terms of meaning—"shared qualities, unshared qualities, then shared qualities again."—her words had painted many pictures of things she knew her mind could never see—pictures, then no pictures, then pictures again.

And when she searched the pockets of her mind, in which she thought all her wealth was tucked away—she found inconsistency—then consistency—then inconsistency again—

A broadened sense of awareness of what constituted "the value of the thing to be possessed."
Patti would stand, partially in and partially out, confused as to direction, and in simple states of bewilderment - she would sometimes utter - "If I was only meant to come in, then why is there a knob on both sides." Then she would laugh on the inside, then closing door, she would laugh on the outside too.

Two steps forward - three behind, she searched sometimes for dreams she labeled "unattainable". Confused at times - the consistency she described, as she stared at toes - each of which she believed had separate knees. There was nothing so profound about bruised knees. Bruised shins, only memories, that were roadmaps to goal labeled "process".

How could she say it any clearer, talk about the unspoken. About the physiology. About something not completely understood.
HAD THE TWO REACHED AGREEMENT?
AND IF SO, WHO GOT THE BETTER HAND?
The process so close to completion,
"THEY NAMES" had been defined.
"MAYBE IT JUST TOOK TIME" - she said.
"AND WITH NO CONFLICT - WITH SATISFACTION
IN DOING, WITH WHICH LANGUAGE WILL I SPEAK?"

Dog lay still and silent.

Patti now would analyze,
would criticize, lessons she had learned.

TRANSITION - Dog lay still and silent.
Now well defined, the children of "process"
she would categorize - analyze -
then again categorize.

And with a mind that was fueled
with the heat of battle - she wondered how long
she could produce - record pictures - light taken
prisoner, held for years - in black and white.
A portion of a second - recorded as stimulus
to which Patti could respond.
Knees, healed, two, few bruises had left
records of having existed.
Two, few, knees recorded slobber stains,
and as she laughed out loud, and issued
statements of approval, when photographs
were viewed, she wondered - as
dog lay still and silent.
Shift/ there was/is strength in the process, something that creates, energizes, and in turn, destroys—how for moments that lasted days—you are consumed—it means everything (minus) and then as quickly as it came—she’s gone—An attack by viciousness that devours—you realized or will realize that there was something more.
"Coonie Moonie, she use to call him, and with the faint smile that caused his foot to raise, she would laugh and laugh.... And after bellies full of laughter echoed in the night, only then could she realize "Truth"..... the moon did rest in the viciousness of vicious crazy dog.... the moon having tired itself, having worked a full half day's night, laid itself to rest in the eyes that ate away at "process".
She wondered sometimes whether the moon rose when her back was turned. Whether she could close her eyes and see the dog, the dog of viciousness nip at her ankles or at her heels. She was afraid sometimes...... afraid of not seeing and afraid of not hearing...:

Patti (creative mind) was afraid to look back.
The night, like tar water splashing the frozen beaches of mentalness, left the "process" still.
"Reflection, self reflection, then reflection again. "Shadows hiding in the darkness are no longer shadows," she said. Only something not completely understood, and with hands that traveled many miles in search of recognition—she held images up to her face to look, to see, to look again, to see if something in process had changed, had alienated from "self", became detached from process, had "uncled"; leaving behind hands to create pictures of her face that she could recognize—could process separate and still survive—could clouds of imagination rain decision—could process be so complicated that when vicious dog attack—spat forth viciousness in every breath—that the breath alone could collapse the foundations, the legs that supported her knees in the shadows of understanding.

"The shadows, now what do they mean."

"She used to say—and with drifts in and out of conscious mind—she struggled to try to untie confusion—to release rationalization from the prison of belonging to something it did not believe in.

And when confused by process, when feeling unattached, she would look at her fingers, and wonder if each one matched a toe—her index finger had index toe. If creativity had direction, something she didn't want to have to explain, whether in the end God would make an exception when it came to her, whether tattooed on every toe, was a picture of face, so when in the shadows dark, vicious crazy dog could follow tiny faceprints, when she had forgotten the taste of knees.
II She often wondered about the chemistry that went on inside her mind. The constant drifts of senses, longitudinal and latitudinal shifts of crazy consciousness.

"What plateau have we reached?" she asked and with the most insensitive smile, with gums slightly protruding, vicious crazy dog uttered "None". Speaking from belly instead of mind and trying to advance, not on someone else's terms but her own - terms that showed her face well defined, shift / it was morning before before she was to raise her pants and publicize her knees, and dog would show his toes, "with whom would they side?"

And with hands in pockets, she hid her fingers so as to not reach, to grab, and viciously attack those to whom she did not side with.

The damage done, the claim paid - agony less painful than she one time believed. And with a sigh, and eyes that looked down on what she had for so long fought for, she said - Its over for a while, a single plateau reached, an imprinting on public mind of collectables, tidbits of senses, a fragment of the battle displayed in terms of black and white, selected, edited, and offered for public attention.

Shift / he would help her, and him, and - the viciousness of dog - be displayed in situations she hoped paid dividends on their investments interest on her return.
recognized face attached to the hands of someone else's wrist— they and it were not mine. I could tell when objects to be represented crept in the dark of night and became attached, became indecipherable identity associated to the person to whom it would belong— what made Patti's face different, easily recognizable. Did I have something in the vat of mentalness—a picture—that I could reach in and grab, and with self determination, and the refusal to be paralyzed by her smile, place picture next to face—yes it was she, or her picture neither good nor colored, but served as stimulus to match process to object. "It doesn't matter if it looks like me, she said, and with mental scissors she cut her lower lip and chin out, and placed them reversed. "Would it matter, could you tell it was me or I" shift many times I thought her feet traveled in directions only my back could see—her front to my back—the words did not come easy, I waited patiently—was there something that hid beneath her parts labeled "self"—that I could not recognize, had opportunities knocked—leaving me with the answers to questions undescribed. Brown hair 5'6" small, petite with recognizable face matching picture under which was labeled "process" under which was labeled "fear".
who was self-analyzed. Any different thawed.
"This recently developed attitude of union, the two as one" and she described herself in terms of "critical mind."

"I with blanket on the floor, collar on neck untied, I stared into the light. Searching for answers to questions, I would refuse to ask. Analyzing my position from points I hadn't reached, "And with a smile that constituted "fear" she said, "alone, inquiring and searching"."
THE YARD PICTURES...

I CANNOT RALLY, GATHER MENTAL FORCES AND FUNCTION
WHEN I'M NOT REAL, WHEN MY MIND IS FEELING FUNNY
AND WITH A MIND THAT ENCOURAGES BATTLES BETWEEN
MYSELF AND THE VICIOUSNESS OF DOG. "I PRETEND"

"They (the battles) were in the name of validity
as if denying the general concept made the
BATTLEGROUND MORE CONCRETE, THE AGGRESSION
WORTH PURSUING, AND THEN WHO LAUGHED A LITTLE ON
the inside, and let a little escape to the outside two!
when having fun, when pictures meant more,
or nothing more than describing "time in space",
we had no hard times believing - "we would gather"
she said - and position ourselves so light recorded
face, GRIN AND FIRE, AND ON A PIECE OF PAPER,
WHITE, GREYS, AND BLACK RESTED - 2-DIMENSIONAL
"US", NO NEED FOR THE THIRD DIMENSION. "NO NEED
FOR DEPTH, NO NEED TO SHOW THE VICIOUSNESS OF DOG,
IN TERMS OTHER THAN BLACK AND WHITE.

"AND PATTI WOULD SHOW HER KNEES, COVERED WITH
DENIM, FEARING NOT, FEELING WELL PROTECTED AND
WE WOULD SMILE, AND GRIN, AND FIRE, ANOTHER
PICTURE RECORDED. SHE SAID ONE TIME WHEN HUMOR
ESCAPED HER BELLY AND BECAME PROPERTY OF
SOMEONE ELSE
that "this is not the open season on knees" and she would point them in any direction, and dare vicious crazy dog to bite, and with the wisdom of "tonsils removed" he waited in time, and when time positioned itself, ready for conversion of image to black and white, the viciousness of dog could not be found. So in yard pictures, she showed her knees, and all her flying colors, and for some reason undescribed she labored in "blue bruise pen" vicious crazy dog's interest "elsewhere". But there was time and mental space between the fact, and the black and white recorded.
Outside Yard, she positioned herself, with hoe handle forward, and with knees barely seen to have picture recorded. "Why did you always like this picture, as if you thought that it was one to be left alone." Unlabeled, unable to be attacked - one for general agreement. /She had positioned hand, grip tight, around handle, blare sharp, to ward off attack of weeds physical, and vicious crazy dog mental.
THE COLLISION PICTURES:
DISROBING, SHOWING HAIRY CHEST
PUTTING DOWN DEFENCES AND INVITING ATTACK.
"His eyes were mean and hairy" she laughed.
When she said the words, half believing 
they were real, half believing they were not. 
"Why do I criticize, analyze, then recriticize. 
And nervously she searched for meanings she 
did not have.
She really only knew him when she spoke 
in terms of origin. A combination of two 
1+1+1=2 DISROBE, REROBE, THEN DISROBE 
AGAIN. There were really many parts of 
him he showed, but really didn't understand.
"It's hard," she said, "to look back at process,
and not remember the "indecision"—
why did critical mind look at me as if he
didn't understand my each and every move
in his eyes rested "search," a way to complete
the task, "with only one pupil lit, at times
"moon eyes two," offering hand as if by
some unpardonable consequence—I wasn't
offering enough. "Create." At times he would
say—so by early morning light, that somehow
constituted "freedom"—mooneyes could destroy.

The hand of Patti activated the viciousness
of dog—seldom would he arise and show teeth
unless reward was offered—and although he
would bring discomfort to the one, whose knees
he knew best, he never bit hard enough to
completely destroy—and sometimes only lick
the knees of Patti, not with affection but
to remind, to taste, immobility—and although
she thought the "viciousness" lived inside his
teeth, knowledge retained, he knew also, that
it also lived inside his toes.
"WHAT DID HER TONSILS LOOK LIKE" \\
She would say, when parts of herself were left undescribed, she knew, but did not understand, that she like viciousness of dog belong to her mouth and her mind-like tonsils dangling "there is some of me in him, and some of him in me," she wrote when asked to describe the lines of demarcation and silently with pen clutched in the grip of "fingers process," she scribbled - "I am him and he are me." A reconciliation, with lines of demarcation labeled "fluid" - she said "I will adjust myself to the fact that through other's eyes, I can be seen, seen as simple, seen as complex, and with pen that knew only the color "blue bruise" she opened her mouth and wrote on one tonsil "I and me" and on the other she scribbled with words too small to see, "he vicious crazy dog. 
shift/ see myself in terms of person describing, analyzing, my face had many functions she uttered, and with the burden of recognition the fact of transition, she repeated - "I is me, and me is I, and me is he and he is me."
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WHAT WOULD SHE LABEL THE "EXILED PLATEAU?"
MAYBE CONSCIOUS DILEMMA" OR PERHAPS THE
UNION OF PATTI AND DOG - "PAT DOG" - "INAPPROPRIATE."
SHIFT/ SHE HAD LIVED MANY YEARS IN A SINGLE DAY -
IN MONTHS SEVEN, SHE HAD BURIED PARTS OF HERSELF
MANY TIMES MORE THAN ONCE, IN COLLISIONS SHE WOULD
COME OUT BADLY BRUISED, BUT ALIVE AND FUNCTIONING,
A LITTLE LESS, A LITTLE MORE, APPROPRIATE FOR WASH
AND WEAR.
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN, COULD SHE BREATHE NOW,
WITH LESS PAINS OF INDECISION - COULD SHE SEE
IN DIRECTION WITHOUT HAVING TO DRAF THE DOG ALONG.
THE ANSWER YES, THE ANSWER NO, CAUSE SOMEWHERE
IN THE DISTANCE SHE COULD HEAR HIS CRAZY BARK,
SOMEBODY IN HER HEART SHE MISSED HIM.
SOMEBODY IN HER MIND SHE ENJOYED Slobber ON
HER KNEES. "I GREW," SHE SAID, "I CAME TO TERMS
WITH SELF." "I SAW ME AS ME AND I, AND I SAW
VICIOUS CRAZY DOG AS DOG AND I AND ME, AND WITH
A SMILE THAT ECHOED LAUGHTER FROM A MILLION
DIFFERENT HURTS, SHE SAT ON GROUND COLD, TO RIDE HERSELF
OF THE AFTERTASTE OF SOMETHINGS IN HER MIND
THAT SHE HAD TASTED BUT REALLY DIDN'T LIKE/
"SOMEBODY ASKED ME WHERE DO I GO FROM HEAR (HERE)"
SHE SAID, AND SHE ANSWERED IN CAPITAL LETTERS
BUT UNDER BREATH OF CONTROLLED INDECISION
"NOWHERE FOR AWHILE" AND SHE PUT HER PEN DOWN,
NO MORE CRAZY SCRIBBLING, AND PREPARED HERSELF
THEN DOG, TO BE PRESENTED.
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